
Life Experiment Number One, Week of January 24 – Jan 31, 2016. 

 

 

“The Reception Experiment” 

Principle:  We are enfolded in a cosmic energy field that includes and transcends everything.   

One spiritual goal is to enhance our ability to receive “broadcasts” from Spirit – information and 

guidance, as well as tangible or intangible gifts.   

Our tools for enhancing our reception abilities include heightened mindfulness in the present 

moment, as well as a resolution to let go limiting beliefs, and a willingness to believe that resonating 

with Universal Energy is natural and easy.   

Our affirmation of the gift we wish to receive from Spirit is a form of prayer.  It is not wishful or 

magical thinking, but an assertion that the fabric of energy that enfolds us holds all possibilities, and 

that we choose this particular experience, of all those that are available.  Each of us is a powerful 

receiver of Universal Energy waves, and we tune in naturally and receive clearly those programs we 

desire.   

THE EXPERIMENT: 

This exercise is derived from Pam Grout’s E2. , page 40.   

Choose a start time and a finish time 48 hours later.  When you start, center within and hold a 

conversation with your Higher Self, Spirit within.  

 In this conversation, tell Spirit that you want to check up on your present ability to receive the 

vibrations.  You want to practice improving your reception.   

As part of that, you will open your mind and heart to practice greater mindfulness over the next 48 

hours (for example, “till Wednesday at noon” or whatever the time would be. )  

You want to receive a surprise gift you wouldn’t ordinarily receive.  You don’t get to specify the gift in 

this experiment – just something that you will recognize as special, orchestrated by Spirit.  Ask for 

help in recognizing the gift --  becoming more receptive and perceptive of Spirit’s gifts in your life  is 

your goal.   

Results vary, depending on your degree of skepticism. Practice knowing that your gift can be 

something very important, or something seemingly small.  For just two days, expect to receive a 

wonderful response from divine Power.  Expect it with all your heart.  Set aside disbelief.  Don’t worry 

about being worthy, or about “bugging” God.  You are simply tuning your receiver to the channel you 

wish.  It’s sort of like plugging in an appliance and receiving electric power.  It’s that basic.  Just start.  

Let go, and observe.   

 

 



 REPORT: THE RECEPTION EXPERIMENT 

The Principle:  We are surrounded by a cosmic energy field that includes and transcends everything.  

The question:  Does this energy field really exist as we have just stated? 

The theory:  If I truly am enfolded in a powerful, helpful field of cosmic abundance, I should be able to 

access it 24/7, no ifs ands or buts.  I just need to pay attention, and to make a clear request, with a 

specific time frame.   

Time required:  48 hours.  

Starting and finishing times (dates and hours): _____________________________________________ 

Your communication with Spirit:   

 

 

 

 

 

Observations and outcome:   

 

 

 

 

 

Write your report at the end of your 48 hours and submit it to Rev. Rosemary or Rev. Victoria, or post 

it on the UCP Facebook page in response to the experiment prompt.  Please submit your report by 

Saturday, January 30, 2016, at 6 pm. (This means the latest you can start is Thursday, Jan 28, 2016 at 6 

pm).   

 

We eagerly await your report!      

 

 


